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            Abstract
Earth’s climate history is often understood by breaking it down into constituent climatic epochs1. Over the Common Era (the past 2,000 years) these epochs, such as the Little Ice Age2,3,4, have been characterized as having occurred at the same time across extensive spatial scales5. Although the rapid global warming seen in observations over the past 150 years does show nearly global coherence6, the spatiotemporal coherence of climate epochs earlier in the Common Era has yet to be robustly tested. Here we use global palaeoclimate reconstructions for the past 2,000 years, and find no evidence for preindustrial globally coherent cold and warm epochs. In particular, we find that the coldest epoch of the last millennium—the putative Little Ice Age—is most likely to have experienced the coldest temperatures during the fifteenth century in the central and eastern Pacific Ocean, during the seventeenth century in northwestern Europe and southeastern North America, and during the mid-nineteenth century over most of the remaining regions. Furthermore, the spatial coherence that does exist over the preindustrial Common Era is consistent with the spatial coherence of stochastic climatic variability. This lack of spatiotemporal coherence indicates that preindustrial forcing was not sufficient to produce globally synchronous extreme temperatures at multidecadal and centennial timescales. By contrast, we find that the warmest period of the past two millennia occurred during the twentieth century for more than 98 per cent of the globe. This provides strong evidence that anthropogenic global warming is not only unparalleled in terms of absolute temperatures5, but also unprecedented in spatial consistency within the context of the past 2,000 years.
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                    Fig. 1: Spatiotemporal distribution of proxy data.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Distribution of warm and cold temperatures over the Common Era.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Timing of peak warm and cold periods.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Spatial consistency of warm and cold periods.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The PAGES 2k v.2.0.0 dataset is archived at the World Data Service (WDS) for Paleoclimatology (hosted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)), formatted for both LiPD and WDS ASCII template (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/study/21171). The screened input data matrix and instrumental target grid, as well as the reconstruction outcomes from this study, are available at Figshare (doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.c.4498373.v1) and NOAA WDS Paleoclimatology (www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/study/26850). We strongly recommend using the multimethod ensembles when working with the reconstructions. For analyses of global mean temperatures we recommend using the reconstruction of the PAGES 2k companion project that explicitly targets the global mean61.

            

Code availability

              
              The code to generate the figures is available with the output data (see above).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Sensitivity plots for Fig. 2.
Coloured areas show global area fractions (as percentages) with warm (red shading) and cold (blue shading) temperature anomalies with respect to the reference period 1–2000 ad (see Methods). a, Annual unfiltered data; b, 51-year butterworth filtered data, over the full ensemble. (Whereas Fig. 2 shows the mean area fractions of the six reconstruction ensemble medians, this figure displays the fraction over all ensemble members and locations.) Like the weak spatial coherence seen in Figs. 3, 4, this ensemble-based illustration shows much weaker spatial coherence (lower percentages) than does Fig. 2. c, As for Fig. 2b, but for 101-year filtered data instead of 51-year filterd data.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Uncertainties in epoch timings.
a–e, Uncertainties in the century in which peak warming or cooling (Fig. 3) occurred at each location and for each epoch, quantified by bootstrapping. The maps display the standard deviation of 1,000 recalculations of the century that has the largest ensemble probability of peak 51-year warming/cooling on the basis of bootstrap resampling of the 600 ensemble members (Methods). The maps show that the identified cold and warm peaks are generally robust across epochs. The largest uncertainties are found for the DACP epoch and for tropical and Southern Hemisphere regions. The uncertainty in the CWP warming is also very large in the (mainly Antarctic) regions in which peak warming is not identified in the late twentieth century (Fig. 3). f–j, As for panels a–e, but showing the 90% range instead of the standard deviation. Numbers on the y axis and upper x axis are degrees latitude and longitude.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Epoch timings in proxy data.
The figure shows peak warming/cooling for each epoch in the proxy records. a–e, All proxies that have full coverage of the respective epoch are shown. f–i, As for panels a–e, but also showing proxies with only partial coverage of the respective epoch. In contrast to Fig. 3, here colours are coded by century, using a differential colour scheme for better visibility. The relative fraction of proxy records with peak warming/cooling in each century is indicated with barplots under the maps. We note that for this figure we use the full, unscreened PAGES2 k v2.0.0 proxy database (the screened network yields a consistent picture). This analysis shows that the heterogeneity in the timing of maxima and minima is an inherent property of the input proxy data themselves, which show a similar lack of global coherence in the timing of each putative preindustrial climate epoch. However, the proxy maps are not directly comparable to the reconstruction maps because the reconstructions are an objectively weighted, statistically optimal fit between all available proxy values using covariance information from a spatial temperature field.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Unscreened proxy network.
a–e, As for Fig. 3 but using the full unscreened PAGES 2k temperature proxy database. Note that the methods used herein do not incorporate low-frequency records (with resolutions of less than 1 year); therefore, only 559 of the 692 records from the PAGES 2k database were used to generate this figure. Colours in maps indicate the century with the largest ensemble-based probability of containing the warmest (a–c) and coldest (d, e) 51-year period within each climatic epoch (see Methods). f, As for Fig. 4, but using the full unscreened PAGES 2k temperature proxy database. The figure shows the fraction of Earth’s surface (y axis) that simultaneously experienced the warmest (top panels) or coldest (bottom panels) multidecadal period (51 years) during each of five different epochs (see Methods). Each solid circle represents an ensemble member, plotted according to the year in which the largest area experienced peak warm/cold conditions. Horizontal grey shading represents the distribution from the same analysis based on multivariate AR1 noise fields, with darker shading indicating a higher probability. Boxplots on the right show area fractions integrated over time. The centre line is the median; the ends of the boxes represent the interquartile range; and whiskers represent the 90% range. Bold text in panel f represents epochs with reconstructed area fractions that are significantly larger than from the noise fields (Mann–Whitney U-test; α = 0.05). Recall that we searched for CWP maxima within the full 2,000-year reconstruction period. Unlike in Fig. 4, which used the screened proxy matrix, in this figure the period of largest warming within the 2,000-year range falls in the second century ad for one single CCA ensemble member, thus overlapping with the search windows of the RWP period. Therefore, circles representing the CWP have a black border to distinguish them from other epochs.


Extended Data Fig. 5 101-year maxima and minima.
a–e, As for Fig. 3, but for 101-year instead of 51-year periods. Colours in maps indicate the century that has the largest ensemble-based probability of containing the warmest (a–c) and coldest (d, e) 51-year period within each climatic epoch (see Methods). f, As for Fig. 4, but for 101-year periods. The figure shows the fraction of Earth’s surface (y axis) that simultaneously experienced the warmest (top panels) or coldest (bottom panels) multidecadal period (51 years) during each of five different epochs (see Methods). Each solid circle represents an ensemble member, plotted according to the year in which the largest area experienced peak warm/cold conditions. Horizontal grey shading represents the distributions from the same analysis based on multivariate noise fields from an AR1 analysis, with darker colours indicating higher probabilities. Boxplots on the right show area fractions integrated over time. The centre line is the median; the ends of the boxes represent the interquartile range; and whiskers represent the 90% range. Bold text represents epochs with reconstructed area fractions significantly higher than those from the noise fields (Mann–Whitney U-test; α = 0.05). Recall that we searched for CWP maxima within the full 2,000-year reconstruction period. Unlike the 51-year maxima displayed in Fig. 4, some of the 101-year maxima within this 2,000-year range fall within the pre-1350 period, thus overlapping with the search windows of the RWP and MCA periods. Therefore, circles representing the CWP have a black border to distinguish them from other epochs.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Alternative benchmarks for the spatial consistency of epoch timings.
As for Fig. 4, but overlaid with results from PCR AR noise-proxy reconstructions (see also Extended Data Fig. 7) instead of the grey bars that are based on AR(1) noise fields. Shown is the global area fraction that simultaneously experienced the warmest (top) or coldest (bottom) multidecadal period (of 51 years) during each of five different epochs (see Methods). Each solid circle represents an ensemble member plotted according to the year in which the largest area experienced peak warm/cold conditions. The result from each noise-proxy reconstruction ensemble member is shown as a grey circle. Noise-proxy reconstruction circles for the CWP epoch have a black border to distinguish them from the RWP and MCA epochs, because the AR noise-proxy results are scattered through time. Boxplots on the right integrate the area fractions of all ensemble members independently of the timing. The centre line is the median; the ends of the boxes represent the interquartile range; and whiskers represent the 90% range. Note that the area fractions for the noise-proxy reconstructions are lower than for the AR noise fields in Fig. 4, but still only the CWP epoch stands out as having significantly larger fractions than the noise benchmark. Dotted horizontal black lines indicate the area fractions expected from within a spatiotemporally uncorrelated field. In this case, the expected area fraction is modelled with a binomial distribution, with M = 2,592 trials (the number of grid cells), and with the probability of success on each trial being 51/N, where N is the number of years, within which the 51-year peak is searched for each epoch. The dotted lines represent the 95th percentile of this distribution divided by M.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Timing of peak warming in noise-proxy reconstructions.
a, As for the CWP panel in Fig. 3, but with reconstructions using noise proxies. Colours in maps indicate the century with the largest ensemble-based probability of containing the warmest 51-year period within the Common Era (see Methods). Maps show the 25 reconstruction realizations, each consisting of six 100-member ensemble reconstructions, for the R-FDR-screened (n = 66) noise-proxy networks (see Methods). b, The global area fraction of peak warmth in each century for each reconstruction method. Top, real proxies (screened); middle, average values across the 25 screened (n = 66) noise-proxy reconstruction ensembles; bottom, average values across the 25 force-screened (n = 210) noise-proxy reconstruction ensembles. c, Fraction of global area having the CWP warm peak within the twentieth century for all three noise-proxy types described in the Methods. Large grey boxplots represent noise-proxy reconstructions across all methods. Grey filled circles show individual noise-proxy reconstructions across all methods. Coloured boxplots show noise-proxy results for the individual reconstruction methods (with colours as in b). Vertical red lines show real proxy reconstructions for both unscreened and screened networks. Boxplots are across 25 reconstruction experiments; centre lines represent median; boxes represent the interquartile range; whiskers show the 95% range. All noise-proxy experiments across all methods yield a weaker spatial agreement of maximum-century 51-year warming compared with the real data reconstructions. The more ‘traditional’ statistical reconstruction methods (CPS, PCR and CCA) mostly exhibit smaller areas of twentieth-century warming in the noise reconstructions than do the other methods (GraphEM, AM and DA; see Methods). A possible explanation for this difference is that the traditional methods are designed to yield reconstructions with as little variance loss as possible independently of data uncertainty (see, for example, ref. 62). Reconstructed temperatures over the full Common Era thus exhibit fluctuations with a magnitude comparable to the calibration period in all noise experiments. By contrast, the newer methods usually generate reconstructed variance that is inversely proportional to the errors in the input data. Thus they converge towards zero with increasing data uncertainty and decreasing coherence among the input data, as is the case in the noise-proxy experiments. For these methods, this results in noise-proxy reconstructions with little temperature variance before the calibration period, and thus a higher probability that the twentieth-century warming exceeds earlier warm periods in magnitude. For a general discussion of the results, see Methods.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Timing of peak warm and cold periods in detrended calibration reconstructions and model data.
Colours in the maps indicate the century with the largest ensemble-based probability of containing the warmest (a–c, e) and coldest (d) 51-year period within each climatic epoch (see Methods). a, As for the CWP panel in Fig. 3, but including barplots below the maps to show the relative occurrence of peak warming in each century for each reconstruction method. b, As for panel a but using only the CPS reconstruction, with calibration based on linearly detrended proxy and instrumental target data. Detrending calibration data partly removes the variance associated with physical processes63, leading to reduced reconstruction skill (discussed in refs 64,65,66,67). Nevertheless, the reconstruction based on detrended data shows warm peaks in the twentieth century over much of the globe, with the exception of the Eurasian land masses and the Southern Hemisphere extratropics. c–e, As for Fig. 3a–e, but using climate-model simulations. We use CMIP568 last-millennium runs from the models BCC-CSM69, CCSM470, CESM-LME54 (member 10), CSIROMk3L-1-271, GISS-E2-R72 (member 127), HadCM373, IPSL-CM5A-LR74 and MPI_ESM_P75. From models with more than one ensemble member, only one member is used, to avoid biases towards single models. Note that because the shortest simulations extend back to the year 851 ad, no results are available for the RWP and DACP periods, and the MCA peak is only searched within the period 851 ad to 1350 ad.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Reconstruction skill.
a, Validation metrics (see Methods) for the different reconstruction methods. Boxplots integrate over all grid cells; centre lines are medians; the ends of the boxes represent the interquartile range; and whiskers represent the 90% range. Horizontal axes are adjusted so that better skill is always on the right-hand side. Dotted vertical lines represent the median across all grid cells and methods. Dashed grey lines indicate the value of zero (except for RMSE). Note that over the validation period 1881–1910 ad, the spatial coverage of instrumental data is already very sparse31,76, strongly limiting the validity of verification experiments at the grid-cell level. In addition, the limited number of years available for validation can strongly affect the outcome of skill estimates77,78,79,80. We note that the short validation period does not allow for a robust assessment of reconstruction skill on decadal and lower frequencies. The validation statistics are representative of the most-replicated proxy nest. Extending these estimates back in time requires a nested reconstruction approach, which is not implemented in all methods used herein. Extended Data Fig. 10 shows the corresponding values for the years 1 ad and 1000 ad for the PCR method. The width of the uncertainty intervals shown in Fig. 1 (red line) provides an illustration of the continuously increasing reconstruction errors as we move further back in time. b–e, Maps showing the spatial distribution of skill scores. The mean of all methods is shown. Darker red denotes higher skill in all maps. Proxy locations are indicated with grey circles. In general, the reconstruction skill is lowest in the high southern latitudes, tropical South America and Africa and over some oceanic regions, where coverage by proxy data, but also availability of instrumental data, is sparse.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Reconstruction skill and methods agreement in years 1 ad and 1000 ad.
a, Density of CRPS_RE values in PCR reconstructions based on: the full proxy network (dark yellow, the same as the PCR boxplot in Extended Data Fig. 9); proxy records extending at least to 1000 ad (green); and the records covering the full Common Era (blue). Numbers besides the curves indicate the percentage of grid cells with positive values. b, c, Maps showing the spatial distribution of CRPS_RE for the years 1000 ad (b) and 1 ad (c). Proxy locations are indicated with grey circles. d–f, As for a–c but for the CRPS_CE. g–i, As for a–c but for the RMSE. j–l, As for a–c but for the correlation coefficient. In general the spatial patterns between the time periods we analysed remain similar over time, but with areas of lower skill naturally extending backwards in time (see also the red line in Fig. 1). The largest decrease in skill generally occurs in the first millennium ad. m–o, Average correlation of ensemble median reconstructions accross all methods over the periods 1900–1999 ad (m), 1000–1099 ad (n) and 1–99 ad (o). More than 99% of correlations are positive in all three periods. Respectively 97%, 76% and 73% of correlations in the twentieth, eleventh and first centuries ad are above 0.28, which is the average α = 0.05 significance level given the autocorrelation in the reconstructions. In all periods the method agreement is larger in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in the North Pacific and European domains, than in the Southern Hemisphere. Lowest agreement is found over tropical South America and Africa and over the Southern Ocean, the same areas that also exhibit the largest errors in the reconstructions.
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